Supreme Court takes case on privacy of employee texting at work

What privacy -- from employer -- when texting? The supreme court is going to answer the question and The Washington Post made that breaking news.
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Court to review employer access to worker messages

The Supreme Court says it will decide how much privacy workers have when they send text messages from company accounts.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com -
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/1BAF0O/2LlLO/KSZ60U/Y29HBX/M3CKY/4O/t

This is the not breaking news [next day] version of the story -- here.

I checked with TweetVolume for possible search phrases.
"court texting" produced more messages than "court privacy texting". I am going to start with both and determine if "court texting" is finding a lot of irrelevant messages.

The first searches were run at approximately 9:45 December 15, 2009. Archivist found 253 messages for "court privacy texting" and 405 messages for "court texting."